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In this issue we feature a story highlighting Copart, a
global leader in online vehicle auctions, and a premier destination for the resale and remarketing of vehicles. You can
also read about some of the highlights from the 2018 Claims
Education Conference held in New Orleans, LA in May.

COPART
Making a Positive Impact
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efits both buyers and sellers. Vinnie Mitz, President of Co-
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part agrees, “A growing global presence is a win for both our
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Copart has a lot of “firsts” under their belt. After going
nationwide in 1995 and launching copart.com in 1996, they

to see discussed in the magazine. K

were the first vehicle auction company to accept proxy bids
for online bidding, first to put images online, and the first to
launch a hybrid auction model. In 2003, they were the first to
launch a complete online auction model, and ten years later,
they were the first in the industry to launch an iPad app.
Many different industries are served by Copart including
insurance agencies, rental car companies and financial institutions. Insurance vehicles are their most commonly sold units
and Copart has designed programs for agencies to cut cycle
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time, reduce reporting errors and increase returns. They also
sell thousands of rental cars each year coming off of lease to
buyers worldwide. In addition to the insurance and dealer
market, Copart also works with municipalities, fleet sellers and
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